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This core C# book has been a favorite of developers ever since the 1st edition came out in 2004.
So you can be sure that this 6th edition will deliver the professional skills you’re looking for.It’s a
self-paced book that shows how to use Visual Studio 2015, C# 6.0, and the .NET 4.6 classes to
develop Windows Forms applications…whether you’re new to programming or not. It’s an object-
oriented book that shows how to use business classes, inheritance, and interfaces the way
they’re used in the real world. It’s a data programming book that shows how to create
professional database applications using data sources, ADO.NET code, and the Entity
Framework, as well as how to use LINQ to query data structures, from collections to arrays to
datasets.When you’re done, you’ll be able to develop 3-tiered, object-oriented Windows Forms
applications the way the best professionals do. And you’ll have the core C# and Visual Studio
skills that you need to develop any C# application…whether for Windows, the web, or mobile
devices.

Best C# book ever. Murach manuals are precise and to the point, with lots and lots of examples.
Highly recommended for beginners. Posted at an online booksellerAbout the AuthorWith over 30
years as a technical author, Anne Boehm obviously loves computing and writing. Since she first
started with Murach Books in 1981, she has displayed a gift for organizing complex material and
making it easy to understand. Over the years, she has programmed and written about a wide
range of subjects, from enterprise programming to user tools like Microsoft Excel to .NET
programming to Web design and development. Pick up any of her titles to see her skill as a
technical writer.Joel Murach is the oldest son of publishing pioneer Mike Murach. Joel has been
writing and editing books about computer programming for over 20 years now. During that time,
he has written extensively on a wide range of Java, .NET, web, and database technologies. He
has had best-selling books in all of those categories! In his books, you can see his clear
approach to teaching any subject.
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ct27gt, “Great For Beginners. This book did exactly what I wanted. It got me off the ground
programming in C#. I had reasonably in depth background in VBA, and I was actually surprised
at how much of that knowledge transferred to this.If I am being honest, I don't use it that much as
a reference, but it has been invaluable teaching me the fundamentals and what I need to be
looking for. From there I look at specific examples I find online that directly relate to what I am
doing at the time.If I could do it all over again, I would definitely still buy this book.”

J. MacKay, “No better book than a Murach book!. I've never met a Murach's book I didn't love! As
always, this Murach C# book greeted me with the normal "left-page/right-page" format, which I
find helpful. In case you're not familiar with this format, these books will break down topics into
bite-sized pieces and cover them with paragraph-form explanation on the left page and show
example code of the same concept on the right page.This is nice for a few reasons. First, you
can gain a conceptual understanding of a topic by reading the left pages and then reinforce the
concepts by coding the right page examples that are given. At the end of the chapters, you will
have problems where you have the opportunity to put everything from the previous pages
together. Oftentimes, what I find is that I THOUGHT I had a complete understanding of
everything after reading the left pages and then immediately coding it, but then found myself
having to go back to review things again when doing the problems... which basically told me that
this extra practice was obviously necessary. The best thing about going back for reference is you
will find that you really only look at the right-pages at this point. This is what makes Murach
books great instructors on the first read and excellent reference into the future.”

Joseph W. Casale, “Really liking this book!. I've read other books on C# before purchasing this
one. Knowledge of programming comes with ongoing study and practice. Because of that, I
knew some C# before reading this book. The intent of the book is to teach C# programming as
well as creating applications that make use of Windows Forms. Both are presented to the reader
in well written prose that I've found easy to comprehend. In addition, the authors don't hold back
from discussing coding principles that may seem trivial or common sense, that sometimes are
never really emphasized in other books but should be.For beginners, keep in mind that all the
code you will write in this book will need to use Windows Forms, which is the intent of the book.
Some other books that teach C# don't make use of Windows Forms and all the code you write is
meant to run on the Console, which essentially is a DOS shell. Beginners may find that
approach easier, since your not also trying to learn Windows Forms. But this book gently
introduces Windows Forms at the very beginning and guides you step by step. I really think the
authors put a lot of time into this book and I think it is of high quality, and I recommend it.”

Thorsx, “Built my first work application with the help of this book :). This book is awesome! I
recommend it anyone new to programming like myself. Pick this up as it has great info and is a



great reference book. Loved how the author used forms to teach the language. It was good for
me because I got to see what I was making. I read about half way and skipped around after
that. Tho quite simple, I successfully built my first application that’s being used at work :) I plan
to pick up another murach book to build on my current knowledge.  Good luck!”

henqiguai, “Meets expectations and current needs. Not a professional programmer (QA) but
need to learn C#. As is typical with the Murach books, it walks through the material in an orderly
fashion with hands-on examples. Alas, the newest version won't be available until 2021 so
making due with the 2015 edition. Still, for a fast ramp-up for the nonprofessional, worth the cost
(note that the book references Visual Studio 2015 but current version is VS2019; not a problem).”

Jack, “This book will definitely get you on your way. Computer books in general come and go
relatively quickly, but there are certain books in my personal library that I keep permanently
because they contain good information regardless of software version, or because they're great
for reference and learning. This is one of those books. There are some concepts that I've
struggled with in learning C# in the past, but this book often explains those concepts in very
understandable terms. Because I come from more of a VB forms programming background, I
like the way this book uses forms as examples instead of the console examples most other
sources seem to rely on. You're actually producing something as an end product as you go
through the chapters, and you can then use that knowledge to go off into other directions, such
as web development.  Great book.”

Joseph W., “Very Noob Friendly.. The teaching style of this book is great. Things are explained
very clearly and thoroughly. There are plenty of relevant pictures and code examples. Great for
beginners who may not have the knowledge and experience that some books assume. My only
grips is that it uses Windows Forms Apps, would have gotten 5 stars if it was using web apps,
who writes desktop apps anymore? Aren't we doing everything in a browser now? It was written
in 2015, maybe they'll write an updated version that uses web apps for everything instead?”

J R Williams, “A good book especially at Amazon's price.. This is a very good book, very well
written and with a lot of information. I believe there is something there for almost all levels of
programmers. In my opinion I think it is probably more useful to programmers who are a little
newer to C# programming. As I said I think it is a good book, I docked it one star simply because
I am not a big fan of the way the information is presented. Probably just a personal preference.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exceptionally good book for me as a beginner who just wants ....
Exceptionally good book for me as a beginner who just wants to create a few programs as a
hobby/ for my business. Works well as a reference as well as a book to work through. Love the
fact that it does everything through Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) as opposed to
command line. Obviously, doesn't cover as much as some other books but it does cover a hell



of a lot clearly, sufficiently and is easy to follow.”

Shaun R., “... I'm lazy) - the 'pair pages' approach is really nice - give it a try. I have trouble
reading books (boring and I'm lazy) - the 'pair pages' approach is really nice - give it a try.
Murach's seems to use real-world examples for the exercises and training, making what you
learn relevant. I've purchased MANY training/reference guides for programming - this is truly my
favorite.”

SRINIVASA R., “MURACH C# 2015 REVIEW. FROM THE VERY BEGINNING, I STARTED
FOLLOWING THE MURACH BOOKS, I HAVE NO WORDS TO DESCRIBE. ANYBODY WHO
IS NEW TO C# (CSHARP.NET) , COULD EASILY LEARN THE LANGUAGE. IT IS TOTALLY
PRACTICAL-ORIENTED BOOK. IF YOU WANT TO LEARN IT, GO FOR IT WITHOUT ANY
HESITATION.  I AM GIVING 5 STARS... THANK YOU AMAZON...”

Murray, “Awesome C# Book. I can't express how much this book helps with explaining
everything in detail. if you are just starting out in C# programming this is the book i would
suggest getting.”

Merrie Lim, “Five Stars. Well written”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 155 people have provided feedback.
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